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Abstract
The Principle of Triality for orthogonal transformations on eight-dimensional spaces is
used to obtain different expressions for the automorphisms, derivations and orthogonal trans-
formations of Cayley–Dickson algebras and symmetric composition algebras over fields of
arbitrary characteristic. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra over a field F with norm q. Hence C is a
unital eight-dimensional nonassociative algebra and q is a quadratic form admitting
composition (that is q.xy/ D q.x/q.y/ for any x; y 2 C) whose polarization, given
by q.x; y/ D q.x C y/− q.x/− q.y/, is nondegenerate. There is also a standard
involution x 7! Nx such that x Nx D q.x/1 for any x 2 C.
For any a 2 C consider the linear maps Ua V x 7! axa, La V x 7! ax and Ra V
x 7! xa. Jacobson [10] found the following expression for the automorphisms of C
(assuming the characteristic of F being =D 2):
AutCD
(
rY
iD1
Uai V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and
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a1.   .ar−1ar// D 1 D ..arar−1/   /a1
)
: (1)
Here, maps will be written on the left of their arguments. An expression like
Qr
iD1 ’i
means ’1   ’r .
Also, while studying a class of ternary composition algebras in [4, Corollary 8],
the author obtained (again characteristic =D 2)
AutC D
( 2rY
iD1
Lai V r 2 N; ai 2 C0 8i and a1.   .a2r−1a2r// D 1
)
; (2)
where C0 D fx 2 C V Nx D −xg D fx 2 C V q.x; 1/ D 0g.
The purpose of the present work is to understand and extend these results in the
light of the Principle of Triality for orthogonal transformations in C. Several expres-
sions for the automorphisms and derivations of the Cayley–Dickson algebras will be
obtained along the way.
As shown in [14, Chapter VIII], a specific class of nonunital composition algebras
give very symmetric formulae for triality. The Principle of Local Triality will be ex-
pressed in terms of these “symmetric composition algebras” and some consequences
will be derived too.
Section 1 will be devoted to review the Principle of Triality in a way suitable for
our purposes. This will be used in Section 2 to deal with the automorphisms of the
Cayley–Dickson algebras and some related triple systems. Local triality has been
traditionally studied over fields of characteristic =D 2. Section 3 will give a version
of the Principle of Local Triality valid in any characteristic and this will be used
in Section 4 to study the derivations of the Cayley–Dickson algebras and related
systems. Finally, Section 5 will be devoted to the Principle of Local Triality in terms
of symmetric composition algebras.
For the basic facts on Cayley–Dickson algebras the reader is referred to [19, Chap-
ter 2] and [21, Chapter 2]. For symmetric composition algebras, our basic reference
is [14, Chapters VIII and X].
1. Triality
Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra over an arbitrary field F with norm q. Con-
sider the linear map (based on [9, Chapter 14])
 V C−!EndF .C  C/
x 7!

0 Lx
L Nx 0

that is, .x/.a; b/ D .xb; Nxa/ for any a; b; x 2 C. Then .x/2 D q.x/I , so  induc-
es an algebra homomorphism
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U V Cl.C; q/ −! EndF .C  C/;
where Cl.C; q/ is the associated Clifford algebra, which is an isomorphism by di-
mension counting. Actually U is an isomorphism of Z2-graded algebras with the
checker-board gradation on EndF .C  C/ (so that the even part consists of the “di-
agonal matrices”, and hence it is isomorphic to EndF .C/ EndF .C/).
Let  be the canonical involution in Cl.C; q/ ( .x/ D x for any x 2 C) and let
q?q be the involution in EndF .C  C/ associated to the quadratic form q ? q on
C  C: .q ? q/.a; b/ D q.a/C q.b/ 8a; b 2 C. Then since q.xa; b/ D q.a; Nxb/
for any a; b; x 2 C, it easily follows that U is also an isomorphism of algebras with
involution:
U V .Cl.C; q/;  / −! (EndF .C  C/; q?q :
The restriction of U to the even Clifford algebra Cl.C; q/C gives an isomorphism
UC V Cl.C; q/C −!EndF .C/ EndF .C/
u 7! .Cu ; −u /;
where
U.u/ D

Cu 0
0 −u

;
which provides the two (half-spin) irreducible representations of Cl.C; q/C.
Let us denote by u  v the multiplication in Cl.C; q/. The associated spin group is
(see [13, § 4.8]):
Spin.C; q/ D fu 2 Cl.C; q/C V u   .u/ D 1 and u  x  u−1 2 C 8x 2 Cg:
Define for any u 2 Spin.C; q/ the map u V C ! C; x 7! u  x  u−1, and recall
that u 2 OC.C; q/, the special orthogonal group or group of the proper orthog-
onal transformations (if the characteristic is =D 2, then proper is equivalent to the
determinant being equal to 1), and u 7! u is the so called vector representation
of Spin.C; q/. The group O 0.C; q/ D fu V u 2 Spin.C; q/g is called the reduced
orthogonal group (see [13, § 4.8]).
Now, for any u 2 Spin.C; q/, UC.u/ D .Cu ; −u / and:
 Since u   .u/ D 1 andU is an isomorphism of algebras with involution, u .u /
D I , where  denotes the adjoint relative to q. Hence if the characteristic is =D 2
we can already conclude that u is an orthogonal transformation (u 2 O.C; q/).
 For any x 2 C, u  x D u.x/  u, so that U.u/U.x/ D U.u.x//U.u/, that is,
Cu LxDLu.x/−u ; (3)
−u L NxDLu.x/Cu : (4)
Thus, Cu .x/ D u.x/−u .1/, so q.Cu .x// D q.u.x//q.−u .1// D q.−u .1//q.x/
and Cu is a similarity of norm  D q.−u .1//. But Cu .Cu / D I , so that  D 1
and Cu 2 O.C; q/. In the same way, −u 2 O.C; q/.
For any  2 EndF .C/, let O be defined by O.x/ D . Nx/. Then (3) and (4) are
equivalent to
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Cu .xy/Du.x/−u .y/; (5)
−u .xy/D bu.x/Cu .y/ (6)
for any u 2 Spin.C; q/ and any x; y 2 C.
A triple .’0; ’1; ’2/ 2 O.C; q/3 will be said to be related in case ’1.xy/ D
’0.x/’2.y/ for any x; y 2 C. In other words, .’0; ’1; ’2/ 2 O.C; q/3 is related if
and only if h’0.x/; ’1.y/; ’2.z/i D hx; y; zi for any x; y; z 2 C, where hx; y; zi D
q.xz; y/.
Since
hx; y; zi D q.xz; y/ D q.x; y Nz/ D hy; x; Nzi
and also
hx; y; zi D q.xz; y/ D q.z; Nxy/ D h Nx; z; yi;
it follows that .’0; ’1; ’2/ 2 O.C; q/3 is related if and only if so are .’1; ’0; b’2/ or
.b’0; ’2; ’1/.
Therefore (5) and (6) are equivalent and they both are equivalent to
u.xy/ D Cu .x/ O−u .y/ (7)
for any x; y 2 C and any u 2 Spin.C; q/.
Theorem 1.1. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q over a field F. Then
the map
W V Spin.C; q/−!frelated triples in O.C; q/3g
u 7! .u; Cu ; −u /
is an isomorphism of groups.
Proof. Since UC is an isomorphism, W is one-to-one. Now let .’0; ’1; ’2/ 2
O.C; q/3 be a related triple and let u 2 Cl.C; q/C such thatUC.u/ D .’1; ’2/. Since
’1; ’2 2 O.C; q/ and UC is an isomorphism of algebras with involution, it follows
that u   .u/ D 1. Also, for any x 2 C,
U.u  x  u−1/ D

’1 0
0 ’2

0 Lx
L Nx 0

’−11 0
0 ’−12

D

0 L’0.x/
L’0.x/
0

D U.’0.x//:
Thus, u 2 Spin.C; q/ and u D ’0, as required. 
Corollary 1.2. Let .C; q/ be as above and let .’0; ’1; ’2/ 2 O.C; q/3 be related;
then ’0; ’1; ’2 2 O 0.C; q/.
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Proof. By Theorem 1.1, there is an element u 2 Spin.C; q/ such that .’0; ’1; ’2/ D
.u; 
C
u ; 
−
u /, so that ’0 D u 2 O 0.C; q/. But .’1; ’0; b’2/ is related too, so that
’1 2 O 0.C; q/. Finally, since .b’0; ’2; ’1/ is also related, ’2 2 O 0.C; q/. 
Lemma 1.3. Let 1; 2; 1; 2 2 GL.C/ with 1.x/2.y/ D 1.x/2.y/ for any
x; y 2 C. Then there is a nonzero scalar  2 F such that 1 D 1 and 2 D 2.
Proof. From the hypothesis x.2−12 .y// D .1−11 .x//y for any x; y 2 C. With
y D 1 it follows that 1−11 D Ra for a D 2−12 .1/ and with x D 1 that 2−12 D
Lb for b D 1−11 . Hence x.by/ D .xa/y for any x; y. Again with x D y D 1 it
follows that a D b, so that a belongs to the associative center of C, which is F1.

The results above show that there are three short exact sequences of groups:
1 ! f1g ! Spin.C; q/!O 0.C; q/ ! 1
u 7!u; Cu or −u :
The Principle of Triality (for several formulations see [2,8,11,12] or [14]) can
then be formulated as follows:
Principle of Triality. For any ’0 2 O 0.C; q/ there are ’1; ’2 2 O 0.C; q/, uniquely
determined up to a common sign, such that .’0; ’1; ’2/ is related.
To conclude this section, for any x 2 C with q.x/ =D 0 let
x V y 7! y − q.x; y/
q.x/
x
be the associated reflection. Now,
Ux.y/ D xyx D .xy C Ny Nx/x − . Ny Nx/x D q.x; Ny/x − q.x/ Ny D −q.x/x. Ny/
so that
1
q.xy/
UxUy D x Ny (8)
for any x; y 2 C. In particular
1
q.x/
Ux D 1
q.x/
UxU1 D x1
(these computations appear in [11]). By the Cartan–Dieudonné theorem ([3, § I.5.1])
it follows that
OC.C; q/D

1
q.x/
Ux V x 2 C and q.x/ =D 0

;
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O 0.C; q/D
(
rY
iD1
Uai V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and
rY
iD1
q.ai/ D 1
)
:
Theorem 1.4. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q. Then the set of
related triples in O.C; q/ is( 
rY
iD1
Lai ;
rY
iD1
Uai ;
rY
iD1
Rai
!
V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and
rY
iD1
q.ai/ D 1
)
:
Proof. By the middle Moufang identity [19, p. 28] Ua.xy/ D La.x/Ra.y/ for any
a; x; y 2 C. Hence if r 2 N, a1; : : : ; ar 2 C with QriD1 q.ai/ D 1, the triple(Qr
iD1 Lai ;
Qr
iD1 Uai ;
Qr
iD1 Rai
 2 O.C; q/3 is related. Conversely, given a related
triple .’0; ’1; ’2/ 2 O.C; q/3, ’1 2 O 0.C; q/ by Corollary 1.2, so there is an r 2 N
and a1; : : : ; ar 2 C with QriD1 q.ai/ D 1 such that ’1 D QriD1 Uai . By Lemma 1.3,
’0 D QriD1 Lai and ’2 D QriD1 Rai (same sign). Now it is enough to change a1
by −a1 if necessary (since U−a1 D Ua1 and q.−a1/ D q.a1/). 
Remark. This is essentially a reformulation of [11, Theorem 1], which remains
valid in characteristic 2. Also notice that this theorem implies that
O 0.C; q/D
(
rY
iD1
Uai V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and
rY
iD1
q.ai/ D 1
)
D
(
rY
iD1
Lai V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and
rY
iD1
q.ai/ D 1
)
D
(
rY
iD1
Rai V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and
rY
iD1
q.ai/ D 1
)
:
2. Automorphisms
Given a Cayley–Dickson algebra C with norm q and any automorphism ’ 2
AutC, ’ 2 O.C; q/ and .’; ’; ’/ is a related triple. By Theorem 1.4 there is an
r 2 N and elements a1; : : : ; ar 2 C with QriD1 q.ai/ D 1 such that
’ D
rY
iD1
Uai D
rY
iD1
Lai D
rY
iD1
Rai :
But ’.1/ D 1, so 1 D QriD1 Lai .1/ D a1.   .ar−1ar// and also 1 D QriD1 Rai .1/ D
..arar−1/   /a1. Conversely, given a1; : : : ; ar 2 C with a1.   .ar−1ar// D 1 D
..arar−1   /a1, then QriD1 q.ai/ D 1 and since
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rY
iD1
Uai .xy/ D
 
rY
iD1
Lai .x/
! 
rY
iD1
Rai .y/
!
for any x; y 2 C by the middle Moufang identity, it follows (with y D 1 and with
x D 1) that QriD1 Uai D QriD1 Lai D QriD1 Rai is an automorphism of C.
Thus we recover (1) [10, Section 4] in any characteristic:
Theorem 2.1. Let C be any Cayley–Dickson algebra. Then
AutCD
(
rY
iD1
Uai V r 2N; ai 2C 8i with a1.   .ar−1ar// D1D ..arar−1/   /a1
)
D
(
rY
iD1
Lai V r 2N; ai 2C 8i with a1.   .ar−1ar// D1D ..arar−1/   /a1
)
D
(
rY
iD1
Rai V r 2N; ai 2C 8i with a1.   .ar−1ar// D1D ..arar−1/   /a1
)
:
Now, if the characteristic of the ground field is =D 2; any ’ 2 AutC induces a
proper isometry of C0 D fx 2 C V q.x; 1/ D 0g. Therefore by (8) there is an s 2 N
and a1; : : : ; a2s 2 C0 such that q.ai/ =D 0 for any i (actually, since ’ 2 O 0.C; q/ we
may even assume that
Q2s
iD1 q.ai/ D 1; but this is not necessary) and
’ D 1Q2s
iD1 q.ai/
2sY
iD1
Uai :
By Lemma 1.3 and the middle Moufang identity there is a 0 =D  2 F such that
’ D 
2sY
iD1
Rai D
−1Q2s
iD1 q.ai/
2sY
iD1
Lai :
Changing a1 by a1
1
q.a1/
Ua1 D
1
q.a1/
Ua1

we have ’ D Q2siD1 Rai and since ’.1/ D 1, 1 D Q2siD1 Rai .1/ D ..a2sa2s−1/   /a1
and
Q2s
iD1 q.ai/ D 1. Thus,
’ D
2sY
iD1
Uai D
2sY
iD1
Lai D
2sY
iD1
Rai :
Also ..a2sa2s−1/   /a1 D 1 if and only if a1.   .a2s−1a2s// D 1 since Nai D −ai for
any i. Therefore we recover and extend (2):
Theorem 2.2. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra over a field of characteristic =D 2.
Then
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AutCD
( 2sY
iD1
Uai V s 2 N; ai 2 C0 8i and a1.   .a2s−1a2s// D 1
)
D
( 2sY
iD1
Lai V s 2 N; ai 2 C0 8i and a1.   .a2s−1a2s// D 1
)
D
( 2sY
iD1
Rai V s 2 N; ai 2 C0 8i and a1.   .a2s−1a2s// D 1
)
:
The expression in (2) was obtained in [4, Corollary 8] as a byproduct of the com-
putation of the automorphism group of the triple system .C; f ; ; g/, where fx; y; zg D
.x Ny/z for any x; y; z 2 C (see [16,20]). This automorphism group is better expressed,
without any restriction on the characteristic, as follows:
Theorem 2.3. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q. Then
Aut.C; f ; ; g/ D f’ 2 O.C; q/ V 9 2 O.C; q/ such that . ; ’; ’/ is relatedg:
In particular; Aut.C; f ; ; g/  O 0.C; q/.
Proof. Let ’; 2 O.C; q/ with . ; ’; ’/ related. Then also .’; ; O’/ is related.
Hence
’.fx; y; zg/D .x Ny/’.z/ D .’.x/ O’. Ny//’.z/
D.’.x/’.y//’.z/ D f’.x/; ’.y/; ’.z/g:
Conversely, for any ’ 2 Aut.C; f ; ; g/ and any x; y 2 C,
q.x/’.y/ D ’..x Nx/y/ D ’.fx; x; yg/ D f’.x/; ’.x/; ’.y/g D q.’.x//’.y/;
so that ’ 2 O.C; q/. Besides,
’.xy/ D ’.fx; 1; yg/ D f’.x/; ’.1/; ’.y/g D .’.x/’.1//’.y/ D  .x/’.y/
with  D R’.1/’.2 O.C; q//. 
Therefore, by Theorem 1.4, for any ’ 2 Aut.C; f ; ; g/, there are a1; : : : ; ar 2 C
with
Qr
iD1 q.ai/ D 1 and
’ D
rY
iD1
Uai D
rY
iD1
Rai
 
 D
rY
iD1
Lai
!
:
But for any related triple .’0; ’1; ’2/ 2 O.C; q/3, ’1 D ’2 if and only if ’0.1/ D 1
(just put x D 1 in ’1.xy/ D ’0.x/’2.y/). Thus QriD1 Uai D QriD1 Rai if and only if
a1.   .ar−1ar// D 1 (which implies QriD1 q.ai/ D 1). Hence:
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Corollary 2.4. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra. Then
Aut.C; f ; ; g/D
(
rY
iD1
Uai V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and a1.   .ar−1ar// D 1
)
D
(
rY
iD1
Rai V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and a1.   .ar−1ar// D 1
)
:
Since AutC D f’ 2 Aut.C; f ; ; g/ V ’.1/ D 1g, Theorem 2.1 can be deduced from
Corollary 2.4.
Also, if the characteristic of the ground field is =D 2, for any a 2 C0 with q.a/ =D 0,
by the left Moufang identity (see [19, p. 28] or [20, p. 35]),
.axa/.ay/ D a.x.a.ay///D −q.a/a.xy/;
so that
La.xy/ D
 −1
q.a/
Ua.x/

.La.y// (9)
for any x; y 2 C. Then:
Corollary 2.5 T4;Theorem10U. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra over a field F of
characteristic =D 2. Then
Aut.C; f ; ; g/ D
(
rY
iD1
Lai V r 2 N; ai 2 C0 8i and
rY
iD1
q.ai/ D 1
)
;
Aut C D
(
rY
iD1
Lai V r 2 N; ai 2 C0 8i and a1.   .ar−1ar// D 1
)
:
Proof. Theorem 2.3 and (9) imply that if a1; : : : ; ar 2 C0 satisfy QriD1 q.ai/ D
1, then
Qr
iD1 Lai 2 Aut.C; f ; ; g/. Conversely, let ’ 2 Aut.C; f ; ; g/ and let  2
O 0.C; q/with . ; ’; ’/ related. Then .1/ D 1 so by (8) there are s 2 N and a1; : : : ;
a2s 2 C0 with Q2siD1 q.ai/ D 1 such that  D Q2siD1 Uai . Then (9) shows that
. ; ’; ’/ D
Q2s
iD1 Uai ;
Q2s
iD1 Lai ;
Q2s
iD1 Lai

(same sign) and changing a1 by
−a1 if necessary we get the result for Aut.C; f ; ; g/. Now it is enough to use that
AutC D f’ 2 Aut.C; f ; ; g/ V ’.1/ D 1g. 
The expression for AutC above improves slightly part of Theorem 2.2. Also by
left-right symmetry an analogous result is valid with right instead of left multipli-
cations. Notice too that the proof shows that r can be taken to be even (and since
dimF C0 D 7, the Cartan–Dieudonné Theorem even shows that r can be restricted to
be 2, 4 or 6, but for r D 2 only the identity appears).
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Remark. As proved in [4], if C is a Cayley–Dickson algebra over a field of char-
acteristic =D 2, the map C0 ! EndF .C/; x 7! Lx , induces an isomorphism of al-
gebras  V Cl.C0;−q/C ! EndF .C/, which restricts to an isomorphism of groups
Spin.C0;−q/DAut.C; f ; ; g/ (over the real field this immediately gives a presenta-
tion of the seven-dimensional sphere as the homogeneous space S7 ’ Spin.7/=G2,
as in [16]). Corollary 2.5 gives a shorter proof of this fact. Also notice that for
any u 2 Spin.C0;−q/, if ’ D .u/ .2 Aut.C; f ; ; g/ and  2 O 0.C; q/ is such that
’.xy/ D  .x/’.y/ for any x; y 2 C, then  .1/ D 1 and ’Lx D L .x/’, so that
u  x  u−1 D  .x/ for any x 2 C0 inside Cl.C0;−q/. Thus the vector representation
of Spin.C0;−q/ is given by u 7!  jC0 , while u 7! ’ is the spin representation.
Given a quaternion subalgebra Q of a Cayley–Dickson algebra C over a field F
of characteristic =D 2 and any u 2 Q? with q.u/ =D 0, C D QQu and the map
which is the identity on Q and minus the identity on Q? D Qu is an involutorial
automorphism of C: the reflection on Q. Conversely, any involutorial automorphism
of C is shown to be a reflection on a quaternion subalgebra. If Q is split (hence
isomorphic to the algebra of 2  2 matrices over F), then the corresponding reflection
will be called a split involutorial automorphism.
The expression in (1) was obtained by Jacobson by showing first that any auto-
morphism is a composition of involutorial automorphisms and that any involutorial
automorphism is as in (1). Since we have proved (1) (Theorem 2.1) directly from the
Principle of Triality, now we will deduce, from Corollary 2.5, a short proof of Jacob-
son’s result that any automorphism is a composition of involutorial automorphisms
(see [10, Theorem 2] and [12, Appendix]). First notice that the quaternion subal-
gebras of a Cayley–Dickson algebra C over a field F of characteristic =D 2 are the
algebras Q D F1 C Fa C Fb C F.ab/, for orthogonal anisotropic elements a; b 2
C0.
Lemma 2.6. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra over a field F of characteristic
=D 2;with norm q; and let a; b 2 C0 with q.a/ =D 0 =D q.b/ and q.a; b/ D 0. Then the
reflection on the quaternion subalgebra generated by a and b is exactlyL.ab/−1LaLb.
Proof (see also [10, Lemma 1]). Let  D L.ab/−1LaLb, which is an automorphism
by Corollary 2.5. Now, let Q D F1 C Fa C Fb C F.ab/ be the subalgebra gener-
ated by a and b. By associativity of Q,  is the identity on Q, and since x.yz/ D
.yx/z for any x; y 2 Q and z 2 Q? (see for instance [21, Chapter 2, Lemma 6]) it is
straightforward to check that .z/ D .ba.ab/−1/z for any z 2 Q?. But ab D −ba
since q.a; b/ D 0, so that the restriction of  toQ? is minus the identity, as required.

Remark. Over the real field, let O be the real division algebra of the octonions, O0
its subset of trace zero elements and let V7;2 be the Stiefel manifold V7;2 D f.a; b/ 2
O0  O0 V q.a/ D q.b/ D 1; q.a; b/ D 0g. Then the map  V V7;2 ! G2 D Aut O,
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.a; b/ 7! L.ab/−1LaLb D LbaLaLb has been considered in [18, Corollary 1], in con-
nection with the Cartan inclusion ofG2=SO.4/ inG2. Notice that the action ofG2 D
Aut O on the set of quaternion subalgebras of O identifies this set with G2=SO.4/
and, as a consequence, the Cartan inclusion G2=SO.4/ ,! G2 can be regarded as
the map sending any quaternion subalgebra Q of O to the reflection on Q.
Theorem 2.7 T10;Theorem 2U. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra over a field F
of characteristic =D 2 with norm q. Then any automorphism of C is a composition
of involutorial automorphisms. Moreover; if C is split, then any automorphism is a
composition of split involutorial automorphisms.
Proof. Let  2 AutC. From Corollary 2.5,  D La1   Lar with a1; : : : ; ar 2 C0
and a1.   .ar−1ar// D 1. We will proceed by induction on r to show the first part. If
r D 2,  is the identity, while if r D 3, a2a3 D a−11 2 C0, so q.a2; a3/D−q.1; a2a3/D 0 and, by Lemma 2.6,  is the reflection on the quaternion subalgebra generated by
a2 and a3. Hence assume r > 3; if there is an i, 1 6 i < r , such that q.ai; aiC1/ D 0,
then
DLa1   Lai−1LaiLaiC1   Lar
DLa1   Lai−1LaiaiC1

L.aiaiC1/−1LaiLaiC1

  Lar
DLa1   Lai−1LaiaiC1LaiC2   Lar
DLa1   Lai−1LaiaiC1L.aiC2/   L.ar/
with  D L.aiaiC1/−1LaiLaiC1 , an involutorial automorphism by Lemma 2.6. Other-
wise it is always possible to take an element x 2 C0 with q.x/ =D 0 and x orthogonal
to ar−1; ar and to ar−1ar−2. Then q.x−1; ar / D −q.x; ar/=q.x/ D 0; so that  D
L.x−1ar /−1Lx−1Lar is an involutorial automorphism. Also q.ar−1; x/ D 0, so that
 D L.ar−1x/−1Lar−1Lx is involutorial too, and
DLa1   Lar−2Lar−1xLx−1ar 
DLa1   Lar−2Lar−1xL.x−1ar /:
But q.ar−2; ar−1x/D−q.ar−1ar−2; x/ D 0, so that γ D L.ar−2.ar−1x//−1Lar−2Lar−1x
is involutorial and  D La1   Lar−3Lar−2.ar−1x/Lγ.x−1ar /γ and we can apply
induction.
Finally, if C is split and Q D F1 C Fa C Fb C F.ab/ (a; b 2 C0, q.a/ =D 0 =D
q.b/, q.a; b/ D 0) is a nonsplit quaternion subalgebra of C, then because of the Cay-
ley–Dickson doubling process and Witt’s theorem, there is an element u 2 Q? with
q.u/ D −1, that is, u2 D 1; hence the subalgebras F1 C Fa C FuC F.au/, F1 C
Fb C FuC F.bu/ and F1 C F.au/C F.bu/C F.ab/ are split quaternion subal-
gebras and the reflection on Q is the composition of the reflections on these three
subalgebras. This completes the proof. 
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Remark. By the Cartan–Dieudonné theorem, the r in the proof above can be taken
to be 66 and the process of the proof shows then that any automorphism of C is
a composition of at most 10 involutorial automorphisms (the reduction of r by 1
requires in general three involutorial automorphisms). This is too large a bound since
it has been proved that three involutorial automorphisms are sufficient (see [15] and
the references therein).
As for automorphisms of nonunital composition algebras of dimension 8, it is
known (see for instance [17]) that any such algebra is constructed from a Cayley–
Dickson algebra C with norm q and two transformations ;  2 O.C; q/ with the
multiplication given by
x  y D .x/.y/
for any x; y 2 C. Besides, any automorphism of .C; / belongs to O.C; q/. We can
strengthen this a little bit.
Theorem 2.8. Let C; q;  and  be as above. Then any automorphism of .C; / is
contained in the reduced orthogonal group. Moreover;
Aut.C; /D
(
rY
iD1
Uai V r 2 N; ai 2 C 8i and

 
rY
iD1
Uai
!
D
 
rY
iD1
Lai
!
; 
 
rY
iD1
Uai
!
D
 
rY
iD1
Rai
!

)
:
Proof. Any ’ 2 O.C; q/ belongs to Aut.C; / if and only if ’.x  y/ D ’.x/  ’.y/
for any x; y 2 C, if and only if ’.xy/ D .’−1/.x/.’−1/.y/ for any x; y 2 C;
that is, .’−1; ’; ’−1/ is a related triple. Now Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.4
finish the proof. 
3. Local triality
The “usual” Principle of Local Triality [12, Lemma 1] is no longer valid in char-
acteristic 2. We will give in this section a version of it valid in any characteristic.
Given any Cayley–Dickson algebra C with norm q, let
o.C; q/Dfd2EndF .C/ V q.x; d.x//D0 8x2Cg (the orthogonal Lie algebra),
go.C; q/Dfd2EndF .C/ V 9n.d/2F such that q.x; d.x//Dn.d/q.x/ 8x2Cg:
For d 2 go.C; q/, n.d/ D n.d/q.1/ D q.1; d.1//.
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It is easy to see that go.C; q/ is a 29-dimensional Lie algebra. If the characteristic
is =D 2, then go.C; q/ D FI  o.C; q/ and o.C; q/ is a simple Lie algebra, while in
characteristic 2, the identity map I belongs to o.C; q/ and we have the chain of ideals
0  FI  To.C; q/; o.C; q/U D Tgo.C; q/; go.C; q/U  o.C; q/  go.C; q/;
moreover, To.C; q/; o.C; q/U=FI is a 26-dimensional simple Lie algebra.
If .x; y; z/ D .xy/z− x.yz/ is the associator of the elements x; y; z, then for any
a; b; x 2 C, by alternativity
.a; x; b/ D −.b; x; a/ D −.x; a; b/ D .x; b; a/ D −.a; b; x/ D .b; a; x/;
that is,
−TLa;RbUDTLb;RaU D Rab − RbRa D RaRb − Rba
DLaLb − Lab D Lba − LbLa: (10)
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q. ThenV
(i) go.C; q/ is generated; as a Lie algebra; by fLa;Ra V a 2 CgI that is; go.C; q/
is the Lie multiplication algebra of C. More precisely,
go.C; q/ D spanhLa;Ra; TLa;RbU V a; b 2 Ci :
(ii) Let d0; d1; d2 2 EndF .C/ be such that d1.xy/ D d0.x/y C xd2.y/ for any x; y 2
C. Then if one of them belongs to go.C; q/; so do the others and n.d1/ D
n.d0/C n.d2/.
Proof. For (i), it is clear that La;Ra 2 go.C; q/ for any a 2 C (with “norm” n.La/
D n.Ra/ D q.a; 1/). Now, o.C; q/ is spanned by the maps a;b V C ! C; x 7!
q.x; b/a − q.x; a/b and using (10) and the fact that x C Nx 2 F1 for any x 2 C we
get
a;b.x/Dq.x; b/a − q.x; a/b D a. Nxb C Nbx/− .x Na C a Nx/b
D−.a; Nx; b/C .LaL Nb − RbR Na/.x/
D.a; x; b/C (La Nb − TLa;R NbU − R Nab − TL Na; RbU .x/ (11)
D(La Nb − R Nab C TLa;RbU .x/;
so that o.C; q/ is contained in spanhLa;Ra; TLa;RbU V a; b 2 Ci, which is contained
in the Lie algebra generated by fLa;Ra V a 2 Cg. On the other hand, if d 2 go.C; q/
and d.1/ D a, then d − La 2 o.C; q/, since the image of 1 is 0, and the proof is
complete.
For (ii), assume for instance that d0 2 go.C; q/. Then with y D 1 we get d1 D
d0 C Rd2.1/ 2 go.C; q/, and with x D 1, d1 D Ld0.1/ C d2, so d2 2 go.C; q/. The
other cases are similar and the final assertion is clear since d1.1/ D d0.1/C d2.1/.

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A triple .d0; d1; d2/ 2 go.C; q/3 will be said to be related in case for any x; y 2
C:
.d1 − n.d1/I/.xy/ D d0.x/y C xd2.y/: (12)
In this case n.d0/C n.d1/C n.d2/ D 0, since n.d1 − n.d1/I/ D −n.d1/. Also, since
q.d1.xz/; y/ D −q.xz; d1.y//C n.d1/q.xz; y/, (12) is equivalent to
hd0.x/; y; zi C hx; d1.y/; zi C hx; y; d2.z/i D 0 (13)
for any x; y; z 2 C where, as in Section 1, hx; y; zi D q.xz; y/. Since hx; y; zi D
hy; x; Nzi D h Nx; y; zi, it follows from (13) that the triple .d0; d1; d2/ 2 go.C; q/3 is
related if and only if so is .d1; d0; bd2/ or .bd0; d2; d1/, with Od.x/ D d. Nx/ as before.
Let pgo.C; q/ D go.C; q/=FI be the quotient of go.C; q/ by its center (which
is isomorphic to o.C; q/ if the characteristic is =D 2). For any d 2 go.C; q/ let TdU D
d C FI be its class in pgo.C; q/. A triple .Td0U; Td1U; Td2U/ 2 pgo.C; q/3 will be
said to be related if there is a scalar  2 F such that for any x; y 2 C
.d1 C I/.xy/ D d0.x/y C xd2.y/: (14)
This does not depend on the representatives. Notice that (14) is equivalent to .d1 −
n.d1/I/.xy/ D d0.x/y C x.d2 − .C n.d1//I/.y/, so that the triple .d0; d1; d2 −
.C n.d1//I/ 2 go.C; q/3 is related.
Theorem 3.2 (Principle of Local Triality). Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with
norm q. For any TdU 2 pgo.C; q/ there are unique Td1U; Td2U 2 pgo.C; q/ such that
the triple .Td0U; Td1U; Td2U/ is related.
Proof. Notice first that if we have linear maps satisfying d1.xy/ D d0.x/y C xd2.y/
and e1.xy/ D e0.x/y C xe2.y/ for any x; y 2 C, then also Td1; e1U.xy/ D Td0; e0U
.x/y C xTd2; e2U.y/. Hence, since pgo.C; q/ is generated by fTLaU; TRaU V a 2 Cg,
it is enough to deal with this generator. From .a; x; y/ D −.x; a; y/ and .x; y; a/ D
−.x; a; y/ for any a; x; y 2 C, by alternativity, with Ta D La C Ra it follows that:
La.xy/DTa.x/y − xLa.y/; (15)
Ra.xy/D−Ra.x/y C xTa.y/ (16)
and adding (15) and (16),
Ta.xy/ D La.x/y C xRa.y/: (17)
Thus (16) and (17) show that .TLaU; TTaU; TRaU/ and .TRaU; T−RaU; T−TaU/ are
related. The uniqueness follows as in Lemma 1.3. 
This Principle of Local Triality can be obtained in a different way by dealing with
derivations of the Clifford algebra Cl.C; q/. For this, see the remark after Theorem
5.2.
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Corollary 3.3 T12;Lemma 1U. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q over
a field of characteristic =D 2. Then for any d0 2 o.C; q/ there are unique d1; d2 2
o.C; q/ such that .d0; d1; d2/ is related.
Proof. Since go.C; q/ D FI  o.C; q/ here, by Theorem 3.2 for any d 2 o.C; q/
there are unique d1; d2 2 o.C; q/ such that .d1 C I/.xy/ D d0.x/y C xd2.y/ for
any x; y 2 C and some  2 F . But 2 D n.d1 C I/ D n.d0/C n.d2/ D 0,
so  D 0. 
From Theorem 3.2 we have the automorphisms:
 V pgo.C; q/!pgo.C; q/
[d0] 7! [d1]
 V pgo.C; q/!pgo.C; q/;
[d0] 7! [d2]
where .Td0U; Td1U; Td2U/ is related. From Eqs. (16) and (17) and Lemma 3.1(i), it
follows that  and  are determined by .TLaU/ D TTaU, .TRaU/ D T−RaU, .TLaU/ D
TRaU and .TRaU/ D T−TaU for any a 2 C. Since the following triples are also related:
.Td1U; Td0U; Tbd2U/; .Tbd1U; Tbd2U; Td0U/; .Tbd2U; Tbd1U; Tbd0U/; .Td2U; Tbd0U; Tbd1U/I
we get  2 D 1, 2.Td0U/ D .Td2U/ D Tbd1U, 3.Td0U/ D .Tbd1U/ D Td0U,  .Td0U/ D
.Td2U/ D Tbd0U/ and 2.Td0U/ D 2.Td1U/ D .Tbd2U/ D Tbd0U. Therefore:
Theorem 3.4. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q. Then the automor-
phisms  and  above generate a subgroup of Aut.pgo.C; q// isomorphic to the
symmetric group of degree 3.
Remark. If the characteristic is =D 2, then  and  can be considered as automor-
phisms of the simple Lie algebra o.C; q/.
4. Derivations
Now, the Lie algebras DerC and Der.C; f ; ; g/ appear naturally associated to the
related triples and the automorphisms of pgo.C; q/ defined in Section 5.
Theorem 4.1. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q. Then
FI  DerCDfd 2 go.C; q/ V .TdU/ D TdUg
Der.C; f ; ; g/Dfd 2 o.C; q/ V 9d 0 2 o.C; q/ such that .d 0; d; d/ is relatedg
Dfd 2 o.C; q/ V .TdU/ D TdUg
.notice that . /2 D 1/. In particular; if the characteristic is =D 2; then
DerC D fd 2 o.C; q/ V .d/ D dg;
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Der.C; f ; ; g/ D fd 2 o.C; q/ V .d/ D dg:
Proof. Let d 2 go.C; q/ with .TdU/ D TdU, and let d1; d2 2 go.C; q/ such that
.d; d1; d2/ is related. Then TdU D .TdU/ D Td2U and TdU D 2.TdU/ D Tbd1U. Hence
there is a  2 F such that . Od C I/.xy/ D d.x/y C xd.y/ for any x; y 2 C. Chang-
ing d by d − I we get Od.xy/ D d.x/y C xd.y/ for any x; y 2 C. With x D 1 and
y D 1 this gives Od D d C Rd.1/ D d C Ld.1/, so d.1/ 2 F1. But then d.1/ D Od.1/ D
2d.1/, so d.1/ D 0, d 2 o.C; q/ and Od D d 2 DerC. Therefore fTdU 2 pgo.C; q/ V
.TdU/ D TdUg D .DerC  FI/=FI and the assertions for DerC follows.
For the second part we will prove that
Der.C; f ; ; g/  fd 2 o.C; q/ V 9d 0 2 o.C; q/ such that .d 0; d; d/ is relatedg
 fd 2 o.C; q/ V .TdU/ D TdUg  Der.C; f ; ; g/:
For any d 2 Der.C; f ; ; g/ and x; y 2 C, q.x/d.y/ D d.fx; x; yg/ D fd.x/; x; yg C
fx; d.x/; yg C fx; x; d.y/g D .d.x/ Nx C xd.x//y C .x Nx/d.y/ D q.x; d.x//y C q.x/
d.y/. Hence d 2 o.C; q/. Also d.xy/ D d.fx; 1; yg/ D d.x/y C .xd.1//y C xd.y/
D d 0.x/y C xd.y/ with d 0 D d C Rd.1/. But q.x; xd.1// D q.x/q.1; d.1//
D q.x/q.1; d.1// D 0 for any x, so that d 0 2 o.C; q/ and we have completed the
first step. Now, if d 2 o.C; q/ and there is a d 0 2 o.C; q/ with .d 0; d; d/ related,
then .TdU/ D .Td 0U/ D TdU. Finally, let d 2 o.C; q/ be such that .TdU/ D TdU
and let d0; d2 2 go.C; q/ such that .d0; d; d2/ is related. Then TdU D .TdU/ D Td2U,
so there is a scalar  2 F such that d.xy/ D .d0 − I/.x/y C xd.y/ for any x; y 2
C. Let d 0 D d0 − I 2 go.C; q/. Since d.1/ D d 0.1/C d.1/, we get d 0.1/ D 0 and
d 0 2 o.C; q/. Now the triple .d 0; d; d/ is related and so is .d; d 0; Od/. Hence for any
x; y; z 2 C,
d.fx; y; zg/Dd 0.x Ny/zC .x Ny/d.z/
D.d.x/ Ny/x C .x Od. Ny//zC .x Ny/d.z/
Dfd.x/; y; zg C fx; d.y/; zg C fx; y; d.z/g
and d 2 Der.C; f ; ; g/, as required. 
Remark. In the same way, AutC and Aut.C; f ; ; g/ are realized as fixed subgroups
of Spin.C; q/ D frelated triples in O.C; q/3g by suitable automorphisms.
From (10) we obtain
RTa;bU C TRa;RbU D −2TLa;RbU D TLa;LbU − LTa;bU (18)
and
TTa;RbU D TLa;RbU C TRa;RbU D −TLa;RbU − RTa;bU: (19)
Also (10) implies that
TTa;RbU D TLa;RbU C TRa;RbU D TRa;LbU C TRa;RbU D TRa; TbU: (20)
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From (16), (17) and (20) we get
TTa;RbU.xy/ D −TLa;RbU.x/y C xTTa;RbU.y/ (21)
for any x; y 2 C. Now, since TTa;RbU D −TT Na; RbU D TL Na; RbU C RT Na;bU D
−TLa;RbU C R Nab − Rb Na because of (19), it follows from (11) that for any a; b 2 C,
a;b D La Nb − Rb Na − TTa;RbU: (22)
Corollary 4.2. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q. Then
Der.C; f ; ; g/ D spanhTTa;RbU V a; b 2 Ci ;
o.C; q/ D fRa − L Na V a 2 Cg  Der.C; f ; ; g/:
In particular; dimF Der.C; f ; ; g/ D 21.
Proof. Theorem 4.1 and (21) imply that spanhTTa;RbU V a; b 2 Ci is contained in
Der.C; f ; ; g/ and (22) implies that
o.C; q/ D fRa − L Na V a 2 Cg C spanhTTa;RbU V a; b 2 Ci
since both summands are contained in o.C; q/ because q.x; xa − Nax/ D q.x/
.q.1; a/− q.1; Na// D 0 for any x; a 2 C and since Tgo.C; q/; go.C; q/U D To.C; q/;
o.C; q/U  o.C; q/. Now if Ra − L Na were a derivation of .C; f ; ; g/, (15) and (16)
would imply the existence of a  2 F such that Ra − L Na D Ta C L Na C I ; that is,
L Na C LaCNa C I D 0. Thus L Na 2 FI , so a 2 F1 and Ra − L Na D 0. Hence fRa −
L Na V a 2 Cg \ Der.C; f ; ; g/ D 0 and everything follows. 
Remark. For any x; y 2 C
TRx − L Nx; Ry − L Ny UDTRx;Ry U − TL Nx; Ry U − TRx;L Ny U C TL Nx; L Ny U
DTRx;Ry U C 2TLx;Ry U C TLx;Ly U
DTTx;yU C 2TTx;Ry U (by (18)):
Hence, if the characteristic is =D 2, R1 − LN1 D 0, Rx − L Nx D Tx for any x 2 C0 and
for any x; y 2 C, TTx;Ry U is in the Lie algebra generated by fTx V x 2 C0g. There-
fore this Lie algebra is the whole o.C; q/. This and (15) suffice to prove the usual
Principle of Local Triality in characteristic =D 2 (Corollary 3.3, see [12, Lemma 1]).
Because of (19) we obtain the following expressions for the derivations of C:
Corollary 4.3. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra. Then
DerCDfd 2 Der.C; f ; ; g/ V d.1/ D 0g
D
(
rX
iD1
TTai ; Rbi U V r 2 N ; ai; bi 2 C 8i and
rX
iD1
Tai; bi U D 0
)
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D
(
rX
iD1
TLai ; Rbi U V r 2 N ; ai ; bi 2 C 8i and
rX
iD1
Tai; biU D 0
)
:
In particular; any derivation of C is inner.
Notice that DerC is the kernel of the linear map Der.C; f ; ; g/ ! C; d 7! d.1/.
The image of this map is TC;CU D C0 since TTa;RbU.1/ D Ta; bU. Therefore it fol-
lows from here that dimF DerC D 14, as is well known.
Now, for any x; y 2 C, a Cayley–Dickson algebra over an arbitrary field, let
Dx;y D TLx;Ly U C TLx;Ry U C TRx;Ry U: (23)
Because of (18)
Dx;y D LTx;yU − RTx;yU − 3TLx;Ry U; (24)
so, by Corollary 4.3, DerC is contained in span
〈
Dx;y V x; y 2 C

if the characteristic
is =D 3. But TLx;Ry U C TRx;Ry U D TTx;Ry U 2 Der.C; f ; ; g/, and by (15)
TLa;LbU.xy/ D TTa; TbU.x/y C xTLa;LbU.y/ (25)
so that TLa;LbU 2 Der .C; f ; ; g/ too by Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.4. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra over a field F of characteristic
=D 3. Then
DerC D span〈Dx;y V x; y 2 C :
Proof. Dx;y D TTx;Ry U C TLx;Ly U 2 Der.C; f ; ; g/ and Dx;y.1/ D 0, so Dx;y 2
DerC for any x; y (in any characteristic!) and the converse has already been proven.

Corollary 4.4 is proven in [19, Corollary 3.2.9] assuming characteristic =D 2; 3.
Notice that in characteristic 3, (24) implies that Dx;y D LTx;yU − RTx;yU. In this case
these maps form a simple ideal N of DerC and the quotient DerC=N is isomorphic
to N (as Lie algebras), while in characteristic =D 3 (including 2) DerC is simple [1].
Eq. [9, (3.76)] can be extended to include characteristic 2. For any x 2 C, put
adx D Lx − Rx .
Corollary 4.5. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra with norm q over a field of
characteristic =D 3. ThenV
(i) go.C; q/ D DerC  spanhLa;Ra V a 2 Ci :
(ii) o.C; q/ D DerC  spanhada V a 2 Ci  spanhLa V a 2 C0i
D DerC  spanhada V a 2 Ci  spanhRa V a 2 C0i :
(iii) To.C; q/; o.C; q/U D DerC  spanhLa;Ra V a 2 C0i :
Proof. Since go.C; q/ D spanhLa;Ra; TLa;RbU V a; b 2 Ci by Lemma 3.1(i),
Eq. (24) and Corollary 4.4 show that go.C; q/ D DerC C spanhLa;Ra V a 2 Ci.
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But Lx D Ry if and only if y D x 2 F1, so dim spanhLa;Ra V a 2 Ci D 15 and by
dimension count, go.C; q/ D DerC  spanhLa;Ra V a 2 Ci, thus getting (i). Part
(ii) now follows easily since DerC, spanhLa;Ra V a 2 C0i and spanhada V a 2 Ci
are all contained in o.C; q/. Finally, Eq. (23) shows that DerC Tgo.C; q/; go.C;
q/U D To.C; q/; o.C; q/U and Eq. (18) that spanhLa;Ra V a 2 C0i  To.C; q/; o.C;
q/U. Again by dimension count, (iii) follows. 
In characteristic 3, adx is a derivation for any x 2 C, since ad1 D 0 and adTx;yU D
Dx;y by (24). Therefore, none of the assertions in Corollary 4.5 remain valid.
We finish this section by obtaining, as an easy consequence of the previous work,
the result in [4, Theorem 12]:
Corollary 4.6. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson algebra over a field F of characteristic
=D 2. Then
Der.C; f ; ; g/ D spanhTLa;LbU V a; b 2 C0i ;
DerC D
(
rX
iD1
TLai ; Lbi U V r 2 N ; ai; bi 2 C0 8i and
rX
iD1
Tai; biU D 0
)
:
Proof. From (18) and (19) we conclude that TTa;RbU D 12 .TLa;LbU − LTa;bU −
2RTa;bU/; so Corollary 4.3 implies the assertion for DerC. Also by (23), TTa;RbU C
TLa;LbU D Da;b 2 DerC  span
〈TLx;Ly U V x; y 2 C0, which is contained in
Der.C; f ; ; g/ by (25). By Corollary 4.2 the assertion for Der.C; f ; ; g/ follows.

5. Symmetric composition algebras and local triality
The Principle of Triality has been described in [14, Chapter VIII] by means of
symmetric composition algebras, as has been the Principle of Local Triality over
fields of characteristic =D 2 [14, Chapter X]. The more general version in Theorem
3.2, valid also in characteristic 2, can also be obtained from symmetric composition
algebras, as follows:
Let .S; ; q/ be a symmetric composition algebra of dimension 8. That is, .S; /
is a composition algebra of dimension 8, with norm q, that satisfies q.x  y; z/ D
q.x; y  z/ for any x; y; z 2 S (see [14] and the references therein). This associativity
condition on the norm is equivalent to the condition
.x  y/  x D x  .y  x/ D q.x/y (26)
for any x; y 2 S. Let Cl.S; q/ be the Clifford algebra of the quadratic form q. Then
there is an isomorphism of Z2-graded algebras with involution
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 V .Cl.S; q/;  /−! (EndF .S  S/; q?q
x 2 S 7!

0 lx
rx 0

;
where  is the standard involution in Cl.S; q/ determined by  .x/ D x for any x 2 S,
q?q is the involution of EndF .S  S/ determined by the quadratic form q ? q on
S  S and lx and rx denote the left and right multiplication by x in the symmetric
composition algebra .S; ; q/.
Let d 2 go.S; q/ and let F TU be the algebra of dual numbers (2 D 0). Then, the
map
S −! EndF .S  S/⊗F F TU
x 7!

0 l.1Cd/.x/
.1 − n.d//r.1Cd/.x/ 0

induces, because of (26), a homomorphism
Ud V Cl.S; q/ −! EndF .S  S/⊗F F TU;
which satisfies
Ud.c/ D .c/C d.c/
for any c 2 Cl.S; q/, for some map d V Cl.S; q/ ! EndF .S  S/ that verifies, for
any a; b 2 Cl.S; q/:
d.a  b/ D d.a/.b/C .a/d.b/: (27)
Therefore, the map C.d/ D −1d is an even derivation of Cl.S; q/.
The next result is the counterpart to Lemma 3.1(ii) for symmetric composition
algebras:
Lemma 5.1. Let .S; ; q/ be a symmetric composition algebra and let d0; d1; d2 2
EndF .S/ such that
d0.x  y/ D d1.x/  y C x  d2.y/ (28)
for any x; y 2 S. Then; if one of d0; d1; d2 is in go.S; q/; so are the others; and then
n.d0/ D n.d1/C n.d2/ and for any x; y 2 SV
d1.x  y/D.d2 − n.d2/I/ .x/  y C x  d0.y/;
d2.x  y/Dd0.x/  y C x  .d1 − n.d1/I/ .y/:
Proof. Assume, for instance, that d1 2 go.S; q/. By (28), d0ry D ryd1 C rd2.y/ for
any y 2 S. Hence, composing with ly on the right and using that ry ly D q.y/I
q.y/d0 D ryd1ly C rd2.y/ly : (29)
But:
(i) for any d 2 go.S; q/ and x 2 S, rxdlx 2 go.S; q/, since
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q.z; rxdlx.z// D q.x  z; d.x  z// D n.d/q.x  z/ D n.d/q.x/q.z/;
so that n .rxdlx/ D n.d/q.x/,
(ii) for any x; y 2 S, rx ly 2 go.S; q/ with n.rxly/ D q.x; y/, since
q.z; rxly.z// D q.x  z; y  z/ D q.x; y/q.z/;
by the composition property.
Hence, (29) shows that d0 2 go.S; q/ and for any y 2 S
q.y/n.d0/ D q.y/n.d1/C q.d2.y/; y/ D q.y/ .n.d1/C n.d2//:
In the same way, one proves that d2 2 go.S; q/. A similar argument works starting
with either d2 2 go.S; q/ or d0 2 go.S; q/.
Now, call a triple .d0; d1; d2/ 2 go.S; q/3 related if for any x; y; z 2 S:
hd0.x/; y; zi C hx; d1.y/; zi C hx; y; d2.z/i D 0;
where h ; ; i is defined here by
hx; y; zi D q.x; y  z/ (D hy; z; xi D hz; x; yi:
This implies that if .d0; d1; d2/ is related, so are .d1; d2; d0/ and .d2; d0; d1/. Also,
.d0; d1; d2/ 2 go.S; q/3 is related if and only if for any x; y; z 2 S:
−q.d0.x/; y  z/ D q.x; d1.y/  zC y  d2.z//;
but
−q.d0.x/; y  z/ D q.x; d0.y  z//− n.d0/q.x; y  z/
so that .d0; d1; d2/ is related if and only if (by nondegeneracy of q) for any x; y 2 S:
.d0 − n.d0/I/ .x  y/ D d1.x/  y C x  d2.y/:
Since n.I/ D 2, Eq. (28) is equivalent to .d0 − n.d0/I; d1; d2/ being related. Hence
.d1; d2; d0 − n.d0/I/ and .d2; d0 − n.d0/I; d1/ are related too, and this gives the last
part of the lemma. 
Theorem 5.2 (Principle of Local Triality). Let .S; ; q/ be a symmetric composition
algebra of dimension 8 and let d 2 go.S; q/. Then there exist d−; dC 2 go.S; q/
such that for any x; y 2 SV
(i) .d − n.d/I/ .x  y/ D d−.x/  y C x  dC.y/.
Moreover; the pair .dC; d−/ is uniquely determined up to a summand .I;−I/
. 2 F/ and satisfies n.d/C n.dC/C n.d−/ D 0 and; for any x; y 2 SV
(ii) (dC − n.dC/I.x  y/ D d.x/  y C x  d−.y/;
(iii) (d− − n.d−/I.x  y/ D dC.x/  y C x  d.y/.
Proof. If condition (i) is satisfied, then .d; d−; dC/ is related, and so are .d−; dC; d/
and .dC; d; d−/, thus giving (ii) and (iii). Also n.d/C n.dC/C n.d−/ D 0 by
Lemma 5.1.
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Now, d−1 D C.d/−1 is an even derivation of EndF .S  S/. Hence, there
are d1; d2 2 EndF .S/ such that, for any x 2 S:
d.x/ D

d1 0
0 d2

;

0 lx
rx 0

:
Hence, looking at the .1; 2/-entry, we get ld.x/ D d1lx − lxd2, or
d1.x  y/ D d.x/  y C x  d2.y/
for any x; y 2 S. From Lemma 5.1 it follows that d1; d2 2 go.S; q/ and that it is
enough to take d− D d2 and dC D d1 − n.d1/I .
For the uniqueness, if . QdC; Qd−/ is another pair satisfying (i), then
d
−1 D ad

dC − n.dC/I 0
0 d−

D ad
 QdC − n. QdC/I 0
0 Qd−

so that QdC − dC D I and Qd− − d− D I for some scalars ;  2 F . But from (i)
we obtain .C /.x  y/ D 0 for any x; y 2 S, so  D −. 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 can be recovered easily from this result, by considering for
any Cayley–Dickson algebra C with norm q, the associated para-Hurwitz algebra
.C; ; q/, where x  y D Nx Ny, which is a symmetric composition algebra. Alterna-
tively, one may have considered for any d 2 go.C; q/ the map
C −! EndF .C  C/⊗F F TU
x 7!

0 L.1Cd/.x/
.1 − n.d//L.1Cd/.x/ 0

and argued as in the proof above.
Corollary 5.3 (Local Triality in characteristic =D 2). Let .S; ; q/ be a symmetric
composition algebra of dimension 8 over a field of characteristic =D 2. Then; for any
d 2 o.S; q/; there are unique d 2 o.S; q/ such that
d.x  y/ D d−.x/  y C x  dC.y/
for any x; y 2 S. The maps ’ V d 7! d are automorphisms of order 3 of the Lie
algebra o.S; q/; with ’− D .’C/−1 and the fixed subalgebra of o.S; q/ under ’ is
the Lie algebra of derivations Der.S; /.
Proof. Given d 2 o.S; q/, Theorem 5.2 above shows the existence of Qd 2 go.S; q/
with d.x  y/ D Qd−.x/  y C x  QdC.y/ for any x; y 2 S and with n. QdC/C n. Qd−/ D
0. Now it is enough to take d D Qd − 12n. Qd/. The last part follows from the fact
that any derivation of any composition algebra belongs to the orthogonal Lie algebra
[7, Theorem 2.3]. For symmetric composition algebras this follows easily from (26).

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Corollary 5.4. Let .S; ; q/ be a symmetric composition algebra of dimension 8.
Then; the maps
  V pgo.S; q/−!pgo.S; q/
d C FI 7! d C FI .d given by Theorem 5:2/
are automorphisms of order 3 of the Lie algebra pgo.S; q/ with  − D . C/−1. The
fixed subalgebra of pgo.S; q/ under   is Der.S; / FI=FI .
Proof.   are well defined since, for any  2 F , we can take .I/− D −I and
.I/C D 0 in Theorem 5.2, and the first part is clear.
For the last assertion, notice that Der.S; / \ FI D 0 and that Der.S; /C FI=FI
is fixed by  . Conversely, let d 2 go.S; q/ such that  C.d C FI/ D d C FI . By
the definition of  , we conclude that there are scalars ;  2 F such that, for any
x; y 2 S
.d − n.d/I/ .x  y/ D .d C I/ .x/  y C x  .d C I/ .y/;
so with  D n.d/C C :
.d C I/ .x  y/ D .d C I/ .x/  y C x  .d C I/ .y/
and d C I 2 Der.S; /, d 2 Der.S; / C FI . 
Remarks
 The Lie algebra Der.S; / is a Lie algebra of type G2 in the para-Hurwitz case
(which is simple unless the characteristic is 3), of type A2 in the Okubo case in
characteristic =D 3 and it is a 10-dimensional Lie algebra in the Okubo case in
characteristic 3 [5].
 If the characteristic is 2, the automorphisms   induce automorphisms of order
3 of the simple Lie algebra To.S; q/; o.S; q/U=FI .
Given a symmetric composition algebra .S; ; q/ of dimension 8, the orthogonal
Lie algebra o.S; q/ is spanned by the elements x;y (x; y 2 S) as in Section 3. In the
Clifford algebra Cl.S; q/, for any x; y; z 2 S:
Tx  y; zUDx  y  z− z  x  y
Dq.y; z/x − x  z  y − q.x; z/y C x  z  y
Dx;y.z/
so that x;y D
(
adxy
 jS (if the characteristic is =D 2, adxy D 12 adTx;yU and the span of
the elements Tx; yU, x; y 2 S, is a Lie subalgebra of Cl.S; q/ isomorphic to o.S; q/).
Wit d D x;y 2 o.S; q/, the derivation C.d/ of Cl.S; q/ turns out to be adxy ,
since
C.d/.z/ D −1d.z/ D −1

0 ld.z/
rd.z/ 0

D d.z/ D adxy.z/
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for any z 2 S. Hence
d
−1 DC.d/−1 D adxy−1 D ad.x/.y/
Dad

0 lx
rx 0

0 ly
ry 0

D ad

lxry 0
0 rx ly

;
that is, d1 D lxry and d2 D rx ly in the notation of the proof of Theorem 5.2. This
proves the first part of the next result:
Proposition 5.5. Let .S; ; q/ be a symmetric composition algebra of dimension 8
over a field F. ThenV
(i) For any x; y 2 S;  −.x;y C FI/ D rx ly C FI;  C.x;y C FI/ D lxry C FI .
(ii) If the characteristic of F is =D 2; then for any x; y 2 S; ’−.x;y/ D rxly −
1
2q.x; y/I and ’
C.x;y/ D lxry − 12q.x; y/I . Moreover:
go.S; q/Dspan〈rx ly V x; y 2 S D span〈lxry V x; y 2 S
o.S; q/Dspan〈rx ly V x; y 2 S and q.x; y/ D 0
Dspan〈lxry V x; y 2 S and q.x; y/ D 0
(iii) If the characteristic of F is 2; the subspaces o.S; q/; span〈rxly V x; y 2 S and
span
〈
lxry V x; y 2 S

are different ideals of go.S; q/. The intersection of any two
of them is To.S; q/; o.S; q/U. Moreover:
go.S; q/ D span〈rxly; lxry V x; y 2 S :
Proof. Item (i) and the first part of (ii) follow from the comments preceding
the result, since n.lxry/ D n.rxly/ D q.x; y/. Hence, assuming the characteristic is
not 2,
o.S; q/Dspanhrx ly − 12q.x; y/I V x; y 2 Si
spanhrx ly V x; y 2 S and q.x; y/ D 0i:
But if q.x; y/ =D 0, an element z 2 S can be taken with q.z/ =D 0 =D q.x; z/, then
with  D q.x; y/=q.x; z/ and  D q.x; y/=2q.z/; because of (26),
rx ly − 12q.x; y/I D rx ly − rzlz D rx ly−z − rz−xlz;
where q.x; y − z/ D q.z− x; z/ D 0. Hence, o.S; q/ D spanhrx ly V x; y 2 S
and q.x; y/ D 0i. Part (ii) now follows easily.
Now assume that the characteristic of the ground field is 2. By (i) above we
have  C
(
o.S; q/=FI
 D span〈lxry V x; y 2 S =FI , since I 2 span〈lxry V x; y 2 S
because of (26). Thus, span〈lxry V x; y 2 S is an ideal of go.S; q/ of codimen-
sion 1 and different from o.S; q/, because n.lxry/ D q.x; y/. Since  C has or-
der 3 and permutes cyclically the ideals o.S; q/=FI , span
〈
lxry V x; y 2 S

=FI and
span
〈
rxly V x; y 2 S

=FI , all three of them are different. Finally, since the ideal
To.S; q/; o.S; q/U D Tgo.S; q/; go.S; q/U is contained in any ideal of codimension 1
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and it has codimension 2, the intersection of any two different ideals of codimension
1 is exactly To.S; q/; o.S; q/U and the sum is the whole go.S; q/. 
The following consequence for symmetric composition algebras is immediate:
Corollary 5.6. Let .S; ; q/ be a symmetric composition algebra of dimension 8.
Then its Lie multiplication algebra contains go.S; q/. In particular; any derivation
of .S; / is inner.
Since any symmetric composition algebra of dimension 4 is a para-quaternion
algebra, it is easy to see that any derivation is inner in this case too. Also, after
extending scalars, any symmetric composition algebra of dimension 2 is a para-qua-
dratic algebra. Here, the derivation algebra is trivial unless the characteristic of the
ground field is 3. In this latter case, the derivation algebra is one-dimensional and
again any derivation is inner. The details are left to the reader.
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